A complete range
of capabilities
For over 60 years, R.A Jones has been
engineering packaging machinery solutions for
the beverage industry. Our initial entry into the
market was in the mid 1950’s with fixed
packers. Our experience and technology has
since grown rapidly to service multiple beverage
industries to include the beer, wine, soda, sport
drink, nutritional drink, juice industries. R.A Jones
has proven capabilities to align technologies with
consumer beverage packaging trends, capable of
running cans, glass and plastic bottles and other
containers at various speeds and case pack
quantities.

A “boardless” partner
R.A Jones creates partnerships that are open and non-limiting for customers, something we feel is advantageous
to organizations focused on production line operation flexibility and efficiency. Instead of focusing on negotiating
long-term material contracts to secure a return on our investment, we choose to focus on the performance of
our machines for revenue generation. This provides our customers with the flexibility to make the decisions they
want and when they want, without having to wait for material contracts to expire.

Automatic Magazine Loader (AML)
Integrating an AML into your production line creates many operational and financial efficiencies. R.A Jones has
extensive experience with multiple AML systems that will ensure carton loading is consistent, repeatable and
from a financial perspective, more efficient and safer than using employees for magazine loading. Our technical
support team of engineers has worked with manufacturers to incorporate AMLs onto new machines serving
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multiple industries, as well as modernizing existing R.A Jones machines already on-site.

After-market parts and service
Properly maintained equipment ensures maximum return on the investment for the life of the machine. It will
help reduce capital costs, enable equipment to operate more safely and efficiently, extending the life of the

MultiPackers

machine. Leverage decades of experience within multiple industries by relying on R.A Jones after-market parts
and service to keep your packaging lines running as efficiently as possible.
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Wraptor
Max Speed

Unique Features

250 packs per minute

Configurations

- Overload protection for transport,
overhead wrap control, product metering
and product transfer

Single Tier: 1 to 8+ pack

- Six-foot carton magazine with power feed

Package Examples

17.75ft (5.4m)

6.5ft (2.0m)

- Static locking devices for package closure
- Washdown option

Meridian
Max Speed

Unique Features

210 packs per minute

- Can sizes from 8oz. to 16oz.

Configurations
Single Tier: 6 to 24 pack

Package Examples
32.6ft (9.9m)

- Tool-less changeover
- Servo driven dual pitch transport
- Automatic (CIP) chain cleaning and
chain oiler system

6.4ft (1.9m)

- Low level magazine option
- Direct load machine (no carton, no load)

Meridian XR
Max Speed

Unique Features

300 packs per minute

Same as the Meridian above plus:

Configurations
Single Tier: 4 to 24 pack

Package Examples

35.6ft (10.8m)

- Flexibility to package various product
types, diameters and heights in
various package styles
- E-flute cartoning capability

6.7ft (2.0m)

- Airframe carton opening
- Tool-less diameter adjusted
infeed lane guides

Maxim
Max Speed

Unique Features

Cans: 200 packs per minute
Bottles: 150 packs per minute

- Airframe carton opening

Configurations

- Partition dividers for glass

Single Tier: 6 to 24 pack

- Slip sheet dividers for cans

Double Tier: 18 to 48 pack

- Quick disconnect transport lugs

Package Examples

47.25ft (14.4m)

- E and B-flue cartoning capability

- Walk-in frame with interlocked sliding
guard doors

12.7ft (3.8m)

